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this is the definitive english translation of the new russian civil code parts 1 and 2 often referred to as
the second russian constitution the civil code of the russian federation is the result of a collaborative
effort of a leading united states expert on russian law and of the staff of the private law research
center attached to the office of the president of the russian federation the center that had primary
responsibility for drafting the new civil code the authoritative introduction complete table of contents
and comprehensive index combine to set this work far beyond the utility of any existing translations
of the civil code it will be a must have resource for government law and international business
collections excerpt from the civil code of japan sometimes unusual words have had to be employed to
render the corresponding japanese expressions for instance the word prestation which however is
used to some extent by recent writers in english a most important difference between the english
system and the system embodied in the new japan ese code is that the latter does not recognize the
distinction between real and personal property which plays so important a part in the former the
rules relating to property are mostly stated in a general form so as to apply to all kinds of property
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works excerpt from the new japanese civil code as material for the study of
comparative jurisrudence a paper read at the international congress of arts and science at the universal
exposition saint louis 1904 in responding to the call of the committee of the congress to deliver a
lecture on comparative law i have for reasons which will not be far to seek taken the new japanese
civil code as the subject of my discourse if at the outset i may be allowed to use a paradoxical
expression in characterizing that law book i should say that the east and the west the past and the
present meet in the new japanese civil code i mean that the codification of private law in japan was
the result of the great political and social revolution which followed the opening of the country and
the introduction of western ideas so that the code embodies in itself both archaic and modern
elements on the one hand and oriental and occidental elements on the other it is so to speak a
connecting link between the past and the present between the east and the west and stands at the
cross roads of historical and comparative jurisprudence it is on that account peculiarly interesting to
scientific jurists as supplying them with materials which few other systems can furnish it will be my
endeavour in this lecture to show the effect which the contact of the western civilization with that of
the east has produced on the civil law of the country thereby illustrating some of the leading
principles of the evolution of law by reference to the rules of the code the scope of my lecture being
so wide and the time for its delivery being limited i shall confine myself to those characteristic
features of the code which are not usually found in occidental jurisprudence about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works this 2020 edition of the louisiana civil code contains all articles as amended
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through the 2019 regular legislative session printed in a user friendly format this edition contains a
detailed table of contents and easy to read text no excessive editorial materials and no dual columns
perfect for both the briefcase and courtroom msrp 99 99 excerpt from the new japanese civil code a
short explanation of its provisions and of those parts of the new treaties relating to it he revised
japanese civil code will probably be put into force in the course of next year as the new treaties with
the powers have already been concluded or will be con cluded within a short time upon the
principle of the abolition of extraterritoriality it cannot any longer be doubtful that foreigners will ere
long be subjected to the rules of the japa nese code reading japanese laws in the original text being a
matter quite out of the question for most of the foreigners i believe it will not be without value to
point out the principles of the new code so far as they have any relation to the status and business of
foreigners about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works excerpt from the civil code of japan vol 1 chapter i
cremeral provisions chapter ii the possessory rights r section i a cquisition of a possessory right section
ii the effect of the p ossessory right section iii extinction of the possessory right section iv quasi
possession about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works uzbekistan was the first of the cis countries to
formulate and adopt a new civil code the initial civil code came into force on march 1 1997 although
based largely on the russian civil code the uzbekistan code has evolved its own distinct characteristics
this edition of william e butler s expert translation contains the latest revisions up to august 15 1999
the revised civil code of louisiana is the primary legal authority for civil law in the state of louisiana
this edition of the code includes all amendments made up to and including the session of the
legislature of 1920 the code covers a wide range of topics including property law contract law and
family law this comprehensive legal guide is an essential resource for anyone practicing law in
louisiana or studying louisiana civil law this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant this volume contains the turkmenistan civil code as adopted in december 1998 the translation
by william e butler is based on the official text and any differences with the russian language version
are noted in footnote annotations the turkmenistan civil code is unique in the cis for incorporating as
part of its official title the name of the president of turkmenistan saparmurat turkmenbashi this gives
the civil code a special symbolic value in the hierarchy of sources of turkmenistan law another
important feature of the civil code is its lack of a section devoted to private international law or
conflicts of law until this position is rectified or clarified turkmenistan law is the sole applicable law
this book is the first attempt in the english language to study and evaluate the new chinese civil code
volume iii of the new york field codes series these five volumes contain the complete texts of the law
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codes drafted for new york state by david dudley field and his colleagues during the years 1847 to
1865 they include field s two procedural codes and three substantive codes pomeroy s civil code is a
seminal work in the legal history of california and the united states this comprehensive guide to civil
law covers a wide range of topics including contracts property rights and tort liability this book is an
essential resource for anyone involved in the california legal system or engaged in litigation in the
state this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from notes on the civil
code of japan in submitting to the public these notes which originally appeared in the eastern world
the author must claim the indulgence of a critical public because they were written with the many
interruptions incident to the work of a newspaper publishing and printing office that permitted no
exclusive attention to the work in hand but they had to follow the code so that the thread has not
been broken in the course of time as cases are decided more ample material for a commentary will be
available but in the meantime the author trusts these notes will contribute towards a fair working
knowledge of such laws as will most frequently affect foreign business men in japan about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works the civil code of québec in chart form by denis le may provides a graphic simple
access tool for the quebec code a series of tables and charts shows the general structure of the code and
the interrelationship between its component parts article 44 of the constitution of india provides that
the state shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the territory of
india even after more than six decades this anticipated code has not been developed or implemented
this book provides a blueprint for alternative frameworks and courses of action drawing on lessons
from comparative context to develop a uniform civil code for india it explores the interplay between
issues of law culture and religion in light of various intra community and inter community disputes
the book proposes a series of guidelines and considerations to inform this process the first guideline
urges that the process of preparing and implementing a uniform civil code should be the function of
the legislature the courts can resolve certain specific points but the comprehensive code is a
legislative function and not for judicial resolution the second guideline suggests the parallel
application of civil and religious law the securing of a uniform civil code must not negate the
possibility of citizens availing themselves of religious law if they so wish the third guideline advises a
gradual application of a uniform civil code the development of the code should be done topic by topic
chapter by chapter the fourth guideline is to deploy tools of mediation in both the formation of the
code and its implementation this mediation should take on two forms intercommunity mediation and
individual mediation the first of these two relates to a dialogue between the communities of india to
advance an agreement upon the substantive provisions of the uniform civil code the second relates to
mediation between individuals in occasions where dispute arises in the realm of personal law lawyers
businessmen and private individuals interested in research or study into the dutch civil law will find
this english translation of the dutch civil code immensely valuable now available for the first time in
one volume this english translation of the whole of the dutch civil code fills a gap for the non dutch
speaking reader hans warendorf a dutch advocate and member of the amsterdam bar and richard
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thomas a solicitor of the senior courts who are both experienced legal practitioners from international
law firms with a twenty year track record of translating dutch company and commercial laws and dr
ian curry sumner ma cambridge a senior university lecturer at the utrecht centre for european
research into family law ucerf at the molengraaff institute for private law utrecht school of law the
civil code of the netherlands english language translation by highly qualified and experienced
translator lawyers this one volume publication contains the entire text of the dutch civil code in effect
on 1 october 2008 in modern times the codification of the entire civil law has become a rare
phenomenon nevertheless the chinese law maker has decided to create the first civil code in the
history of prc and set out an ambitious timeline to achieve this goal in the process of construction the
future chinese civil code will principally follow the pandectist system and in particular contain a
general part on 15th march 2017 the general part was enacted as scheduled in the form of a single
statute for the time being by 2020 the other books covering the law of personality obligations
property law family and estate law should be codified as well these books together with the general
part will form the future civil code the purpose of this book is to provide a concise and in depth
practical guide to this new statute namely the general rules of civil law grcl to this end it seeks to
deliver a general picture of the grcl and to explore the important provisions in more detail in addition
it strives to provide answers to the question of which laws apply in the case of conflict between the
grcl and other statutes what is also equally important is to provide the readers with information about
the origin of legal concepts in the grcl and the process in which chinese lawmakers decided to adopt
or reject certain foreign legal concepts excerpt from the civil code of the state of california as enacted
in 1872 amended at subsequent sessions and adapted to the constitution of 1879 with references to the
decisions in which the code was cited and an appendix of general laws upon the subjects embraced in
the code about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works



The Principles and Practice of the Civil Code of Japan 1979

this is the definitive english translation of the new russian civil code parts 1 and 2 often referred to as
the second russian constitution the civil code of the russian federation is the result of a collaborative
effort of a leading united states expert on russian law and of the staff of the private law research
center attached to the office of the president of the russian federation the center that had primary
responsibility for drafting the new civil code the authoritative introduction complete table of contents
and comprehensive index combine to set this work far beyond the utility of any existing translations
of the civil code it will be a must have resource for government law and international business
collections

The General Civil Code of Austria 1972

excerpt from the civil code of japan sometimes unusual words have had to be employed to render the
corresponding japanese expressions for instance the word prestation which however is used to some
extent by recent writers in english a most important difference between the english system and the
system embodied in the new japan ese code is that the latter does not recognize the distinction
between real and personal property which plays so important a part in the former the rules relating
to property are mostly stated in a general form so as to apply to all kinds of property about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

The Revised Civil Code of the State of Louisiana 1870

excerpt from the new japanese civil code as material for the study of comparative jurisrudence a
paper read at the international congress of arts and science at the universal exposition saint louis 1904
in responding to the call of the committee of the congress to deliver a lecture on comparative law i
have for reasons which will not be far to seek taken the new japanese civil code as the subject of my
discourse if at the outset i may be allowed to use a paradoxical expression in characterizing that law
book i should say that the east and the west the past and the present meet in the new japanese civil
code i mean that the codification of private law in japan was the result of the great political and social
revolution which followed the opening of the country and the introduction of western ideas so that
the code embodies in itself both archaic and modern elements on the one hand and oriental and
occidental elements on the other it is so to speak a connecting link between the past and the present
between the east and the west and stands at the cross roads of historical and comparative
jurisprudence it is on that account peculiarly interesting to scientific jurists as supplying them with
materials which few other systems can furnish it will be my endeavour in this lecture to show the
effect which the contact of the western civilization with that of the east has produced on the civil law
of the country thereby illustrating some of the leading principles of the evolution of law by reference
to the rules of the code the scope of my lecture being so wide and the time for its delivery being
limited i shall confine myself to those characteristic features of the code which are not usually found
in occidental jurisprudence about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important



historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Draft of a Civil Code for the State of New York 1862

this 2020 edition of the louisiana civil code contains all articles as amended through the 2019 regular
legislative session printed in a user friendly format this edition contains a detailed table of contents
and easy to read text no excessive editorial materials and no dual columns perfect for both the
briefcase and courtroom msrp 99 99

The Civil Code of the Russian Federation 1997

excerpt from the new japanese civil code a short explanation of its provisions and of those parts of the
new treaties relating to it he revised japanese civil code will probably be put into force in the course
of next year as the new treaties with the powers have already been concluded or will be con cluded
within a short time upon the principle of the abolition of extraterritoriality it cannot any longer be
doubtful that foreigners will ere long be subjected to the rules of the japa nese code reading japanese
laws in the original text being a matter quite out of the question for most of the foreigners i believe it
will not be without value to point out the principles of the new code so far as they have any relation
to the status and business of foreigners about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Principles and Practice of the Civil Code of Japan 1979-01-01

excerpt from the civil code of japan vol 1 chapter i cremeral provisions chapter ii the possessory rights
r section i a cquisition of a possessory right section ii the effect of the p ossessory right section iii
extinction of the possessory right section iv quasi possession about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is
a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Civil Code of the German Empire 1909

uzbekistan was the first of the cis countries to formulate and adopt a new civil code the initial civil
code came into force on march 1 1997 although based largely on the russian civil code the uzbekistan
code has evolved its own distinct characteristics this edition of william e butler s expert translation
contains the latest revisions up to august 15 1999



The Italian Civil Code 1969

the revised civil code of louisiana is the primary legal authority for civil law in the state of louisiana
this edition of the code includes all amendments made up to and including the session of the
legislature of 1920 the code covers a wide range of topics including property law contract law and
family law this comprehensive legal guide is an essential resource for anyone practicing law in
louisiana or studying louisiana civil law this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

The Civil Code of Japan (Classic Reprint) 2018-02-03

this volume contains the turkmenistan civil code as adopted in december 1998 the translation by
william e butler is based on the official text and any differences with the russian language version are
noted in footnote annotations the turkmenistan civil code is unique in the cis for incorporating as part
of its official title the name of the president of turkmenistan saparmurat turkmenbashi this gives the
civil code a special symbolic value in the hierarchy of sources of turkmenistan law another important
feature of the civil code is its lack of a section devoted to private international law or conflicts of law
until this position is rectified or clarified turkmenistan law is the sole applicable law

The Argentine Civil Code (effective January 1st, 1871) Together
with Constitution and Law of Civil Registry 1917

this book is the first attempt in the english language to study and evaluate the new chinese civil code

Lectures on the Civil Code of Louisiana 1925

volume iii of the new york field codes series these five volumes contain the complete texts of the law
codes drafted for new york state by david dudley field and his colleagues during the years 1847 to
1865 they include field s two procedural codes and three substantive codes

The Swiss Civil Code 1987

pomeroy s civil code is a seminal work in the legal history of california and the united states this
comprehensive guide to civil law covers a wide range of topics including contracts property rights
and tort liability this book is an essential resource for anyone involved in the california legal system or
engaged in litigation in the state this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



The New Japanese Civil Code 2015-07-12

excerpt from notes on the civil code of japan in submitting to the public these notes which originally
appeared in the eastern world the author must claim the indulgence of a critical public because they
were written with the many interruptions incident to the work of a newspaper publishing and
printing office that permitted no exclusive attention to the work in hand but they had to follow the
code so that the thread has not been broken in the course of time as cases are decided more ample
material for a commentary will be available but in the meantime the author trusts these notes will
contribute towards a fair working knowledge of such laws as will most frequently affect foreign
business men in japan about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

Greek Civil Code 1982

the civil code of québec in chart form by denis le may provides a graphic simple access tool for the
quebec code a series of tables and charts shows the general structure of the code and the
interrelationship between its component parts

Louisiana Civil Code 2020 2019-11-01

article 44 of the constitution of india provides that the state shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a
uniform civil code throughout the territory of india even after more than six decades this anticipated
code has not been developed or implemented this book provides a blueprint for alternative
frameworks and courses of action drawing on lessons from comparative context to develop a uniform
civil code for india it explores the interplay between issues of law culture and religion in light of
various intra community and inter community disputes the book proposes a series of guidelines and
considerations to inform this process the first guideline urges that the process of preparing and
implementing a uniform civil code should be the function of the legislature the courts can resolve
certain specific points but the comprehensive code is a legislative function and not for judicial
resolution the second guideline suggests the parallel application of civil and religious law the securing
of a uniform civil code must not negate the possibility of citizens availing themselves of religious law
if they so wish the third guideline advises a gradual application of a uniform civil code the
development of the code should be done topic by topic chapter by chapter the fourth guideline is to
deploy tools of mediation in both the formation of the code and its implementation this mediation
should take on two forms intercommunity mediation and individual mediation the first of these two
relates to a dialogue between the communities of india to advance an agreement upon the substantive
provisions of the uniform civil code the second relates to mediation between individuals in occasions
where dispute arises in the realm of personal law

The New Japanese Civil Code 2017-10-11

lawyers businessmen and private individuals interested in research or study into the dutch civil law
will find this english translation of the dutch civil code immensely valuable now available for the



first time in one volume this english translation of the whole of the dutch civil code fills a gap for the
non dutch speaking reader hans warendorf a dutch advocate and member of the amsterdam bar and
richard thomas a solicitor of the senior courts who are both experienced legal practitioners from
international law firms with a twenty year track record of translating dutch company and
commercial laws and dr ian curry sumner ma cambridge a senior university lecturer at the utrecht
centre for european research into family law ucerf at the molengraaff institute for private law
utrecht school of law the civil code of the netherlands english language translation by highly
qualified and experienced translator lawyers this one volume publication contains the entire text of
the dutch civil code in effect on 1 october 2008

The Civil Code of Japan, Vol. 1 (Classic Reprint) 2016-08-01

in modern times the codification of the entire civil law has become a rare phenomenon nevertheless
the chinese law maker has decided to create the first civil code in the history of prc and set out an
ambitious timeline to achieve this goal in the process of construction the future chinese civil code will
principally follow the pandectist system and in particular contain a general part on 15th march 2017
the general part was enacted as scheduled in the form of a single statute for the time being by 2020
the other books covering the law of personality obligations property law family and estate law should
be codified as well these books together with the general part will form the future civil code the
purpose of this book is to provide a concise and in depth practical guide to this new statute namely
the general rules of civil law grcl to this end it seeks to deliver a general picture of the grcl and to
explore the important provisions in more detail in addition it strives to provide answers to the
question of which laws apply in the case of conflict between the grcl and other statutes what is also
equally important is to provide the readers with information about the origin of legal concepts in the
grcl and the process in which chinese lawmakers decided to adopt or reject certain foreign legal
concepts

The "civil Code" in California 1885

excerpt from the civil code of the state of california as enacted in 1872 amended at subsequent sessions
and adapted to the constitution of 1879 with references to the decisions in which the code was cited
and an appendix of general laws upon the subjects embraced in the code about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

Civil Code of the Republic Uzbekistan 1999-09-30

Revised Civil Code Of Louisiana With Amendments 2023-07-18



Turkmenistan Civil Code of Saparmurat Turkmenbashi 1999-12-23

The Making of the Chinese Civil Code 2023-09-30

Civil Code Annotated 2000

Civil Code of the State of Louisiana 1853

The Civil Code of the State of New York 1998

The "Civil Code" in California 2023-07-18

The Civil Code of Japan ... 1906

The German Civil Code 1907

Notes on the Civil Code of Japan (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-08

The Civil Code of the Republic of China ... 1930

The French Civil Code 1930

The Civil Code of Quebec in Chart Form 2006

General Civil Code for All the German Hereditary Provinces of the
Austrian Monarchy 1866

Uniform Civil Code for India 2015-06-18

The Spanish Civil Code in Force in Spain, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and
the Philippines 1899



The Civil Code of the Netherlands 2009

The Libyan Civil Code 1975

Chinese Civil Code 2021

The Civil Code of the State of California 2018-02-12

The Swiss Civil Code 1925
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